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Horizon Fitness Exercise Bike Citta BT5.1  
 

The CITTA BT5.0 exercise bike from
Horizon Fitness looks, like all devices of
the CITTA model series, noble and high-
quality. The low entry of the exercise bike
allows a comfortable ascent. With the help
of the optionally available storage table,
the exercise bike becomes a desk
exercise bike. The tray is large enough to
work on a laptop.

 CHF 1'049.00  
      

      

Equipment:

ECB magnetic brake
flywheel mass approx. 6kg
Training computer with 5.5 white backlit LCD window displaying resistance, time, distance,
cadence, calories, speed and heart rate
10 programs: Manual, interval, weight loss, weight loss plus, hill, cadence, random, target heart
rate zone, %- target heart rate, user
Preset option
16 electronically adjustable resistance levels
handlebars with comfort grips and hand pulse sensors
low entry
console angle adjustable
transport wheels in front
vertical and horizontal saddle adjustment
ergonomically shaped saddle
self-righting pedals
guide price CHF 1'199.--

Use: home use, payload: approx. 135kg
Equipment dimensions: L120 x W65 x H118cm, weight 45.5kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter, hand pulse sensors
Options: Pulse transmitter belt, storage table
Warranty: 2 years complete warranty
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Brake system: Motor driven ECB magnetic brake
Current-dependent: Yes
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Handlebar adjustable: No
Resistance levels: 16
Training computer: 5.5 white backlit LCD display
Displayed values: Resistance, time, distance, cadence, calories, speed and heart rate
Training programs: 10
Pulse-controlled programs: keine
User-defined programs: keine
Hand pulse sensors: Yes
Pulse receiver: 5khz
Multimedia: No
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Transmitting belt, floor protection mat, tray table
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 120 x W 65 x H 118 cm
Device weight: 45,5 kg
Payload: approx. 135 kg
Insert: Home
Warranty: 2 years complete warranty, 30 years on frame and magnetic brake
Features: low entry, storage table
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